
 

The Student of the Year is a high school movie revolving around six friends who all share the same ambition: to win the coveted title. The premise may seem simple but it celebrates what really matters: friendship and hard work. Download Student of the year and catch up on this hilarious and heartwarming movie!

##What should I write about? ## List five topics you find interesting or that would be fun to write about. -List five topics you find interesting or that would be fun to write about. -You can use the format of your choice: essay, report, blog post, etc. - Limit each entry to 600 words. ##How to write about it? ## -Introduce yourself and your name will appear under your article so there's no need for you to
put your real name on the articles. Your username will be used. -Be specific and descriptive with what you're writing about and how you're going to express it. -Limit each entry to 600 words. -Have fun! :)

3rd Batch of 80s songs that I'm testing out as YouTube background music (for those moments when I need some cheering up). This is where I'll record my progress and talk about ways I can improve.

-Which part of the writing process do you like to do?

For me, the best part of writing about movies is to see them ACTUALLY come out and play in cinemas. But for those who want to become a movie critic (like me), it's the research and articles and articles and articles and articles that will take many many many months before you can call yourself a real one. -Are you into writing/pleasure reading anything else besides reviews? Let us know! Let us
know. -Why do you want to become a movie critic? Please be specific. :) 

-If you could cast any character in an upcoming book/movie/etc, who would it be and why?

The one thing I'd like to see in the future is more movies made with a mixture of live action and animation.  My favourite movies are the ones where you are completely taken out of this world by stunning graphics, but then it's also grabbed your attention because of the excitement that happens to everyone on screen. I want to see that happen more often - where you don't know if it's live action or
animated, but still enjoy both. As for casting, I'd have to go with Lady Gaga as a fairy princess who travels from another world to find her prince. -Have you ever been affected by the subject or topic of any movie? Share it with us! -Where do you see yourself in 5 years? 10 years?

I'm hoping to become a movie critic, but I can't really predict what will happen in the next ten years if I'm still alive (or not!). But if there's one thing that I can predict is that my love for movies will be greater than my love for writing about them. It's one thing to watch movies and another thing to write about them.
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